
Passionate software developer with a strong focus on coding and problem-solving.
Enthusiastic about exploring new technologies and staying up-to-date with the latest
advancements.
Thrives on the excitement of learning and applying new skills to enhance projects and personal
growth.

Intern Software Developer Since February 2024

Aikyo, Casablanca

Collaborated extensively with the development team to ensure web applications surpass user
expectations.
Gained hands-on experience in frontend and backend development through practical
implementation.
Obtained invaluable exposure to data analytics within web development projects.

Intern Web Developer From April 2022 to June 2022

Youpel, Tangier

Developed a website for a construction equipment company featuring separate admin and user
sections.
Admin functionality included adding, editing, and deleting equipment listings, along with
updating contact and about pages.
User section allowed viewing equipment listings and contacting the company for product
information.

English Full proficiency

Arabic Native

French Limited

Master in Computer and Mobile Systems From 2022 to 2024

The Faculty of Sciences and Techniques, Tangier, Morocco

Bachelor's degree in Computer Engineering From 2019 to 2022

The Faculty of Sciences and Techniques, Tangier, Morocco

Baccalaureate in Physical Sciences From 2017 to 2018

MOHAMMED V High School, Meknes, Morocco

Strong problem-solving skills and a passion for coding.
Strong communication and interpersonal skills for collaboration within the development team.
Self-motivated and able to work independently.

Go TUI Project Initialization Tool A CLI/TUI tool that accelerates the setup process of TUI projects
in Go. Leveraging Bubble Tea for TUI components and Cobra for CLI functionalities.

Disaster Aid Web Application A microservices-based web application, connects volunteers and
victims . Victims can request different types of help, while volunteers can offer assistance quickly,
ensuring rapid aid during emergencies.

Chat Web Application A chat web application for real-time user interactions in chat rooms.it
allows users to sign up, log in, create rooms, join rooms, and chat with other users in these rooms.

Health Monitoring Application A real-time health monitoring application with web and mobile
platforms support. It allow users to track and monitor their health data in real-time.

Football

Video Games

New technologies
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LOT ADDOHA L8 N42 DKHISSA, 50045 MEKNES Morocco

garouatayoub@gmail.com

+212 682-591446
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